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On the other end of the spectrum, and diametrically 
opposed to Fukuyama’s conclusions, is an equally energetic 
crowd that subscribes to a form of technological utopianism 
called the “heaven scenario.” Among this group, a “who’s who” 
of transhumanist evangelists such as Ray Kurzweil, James 
Hughes, Nick Bostrom, and Gregory Stock, see the dawn of a 
new Age of Enlightenment arriving as a result of the accelerating 
pace of GRIN (genetics, robotics, artificial intelligence, and 
nanotechnology) technologies. 

As with the 18th-Century Enlightenment in which intellectual and scientific reason 
elevated the authority of scientists over priests, techno-utopians believe they will triumph over 
prophets of doom by “stealing fire from the gods, breathing life into inert matter, and gaining 
immortality. Our efforts to become something more than human have a long and distinguished 
genealogy. Tracing the history of those efforts illuminates human nature. In every civilization, in 
every era, we have given the gods no peace.”[i] Such men are joined in their quest for godlike 
constitutions by a growing list of official U.S. departments that dole out hundreds of millions of 
dollars each year for science and technology research. The National Science Foundation and the 
United States Department of Commerce anticipated this development over a decade ago, publishing 
the government report, Converging Technologies for Improving Human Performance[ii]—complete 
with diagrams and bullet points—to lay out the blueprint for the radical evolution of man and 
machine. Their vision imagined that, starting around the year 2012, the “heaven scenario” would 
begin to be manifested and quickly result in (among other things):

· The transhuman body being “more durable, healthy, energetic, easier to repair, 
and resistant to many kinds of stress, biological threats, and aging processes.”

· Brain-machine interfacing that will “transform work in factories, control 
automobiles, ensure military superiority, and enable new sports, art forms and 
modes of interaction between people.

· “Engineers, artists, architects, and designers will experience tremendously 
expanded creative abilities,” in part through “improved understanding of the 
wellspring of human creativity.”

· “Average persons, as well as policymakers, will have a vastly improved 
awareness of the cognitive, social, and biological forces operating their lives, 
enabling far better adjustment, creativity, and daily decision making....

· “Factories of tomorrow will be organized” around “increased human-machine 
capabilities.”[iii]



Beyond how human augmentation and biological reinvention would spread into the wider 
culture following 2012 (the same date former counter-terrorism czar, Richard Clark, in his book, 
Breakpoint, predicted serious GRIN rollout), the government report detailed the especially-
important global and economic aspects of genetically-superior humans acting in superior ways, 
offering how, as a result of GRIN leading to techno-sapien DNA upgrading, brain-to-brain 
interaction, human-machine interfaces, personal sensory device interfaces, and biological war 
fighting systems, “The twenty-first century could end in world peace, universal prosperity, and 
evolution to a higher level [as] humanity become[s] like a single, transcendent nervous system, an 
interconnected ‘brain’ based in new core pathways of society.”[iv] The first version of the 
government’s report asserted that the only real roadblock to this “heaven scenario” would be the 
“catastrophe” that would be unleashed if society fails to employ the technological opportunities 
available to us now. “We may not have the luxury of delay, because the remarkable economic, 
political and even violent turmoil of recent years implies that the world system is unstable. If we fail 
to chart the direction of change boldly, we may become the victims of unpredictable catastrophe.” 
This argument parallels what is currently echoed in military corridors, where sentiments hold that 
failure to commit resources to develop GRIN as the next step in human and technological evolution 
will only lead to others doing so ahead of the U.S. and using it for global domination.

The seriousness of this for the conceivable future is significant enough 
that a 2009 House Foreign Affairs (HFA) committee chaired by California 
Democrat Brad Sherman, best known for his expertise on the spread of 
nuclear weapons and terrorism, is among a number of government panels 
currently studying the implications of genetic modification and human-
transforming technologies related to future terrorism. Congressional 
Quarterly columnist Mark Stencel listened to the HFA committee hearings 
and wrote in his March 15, 2009, article, “Futurist: Genes Without 
Borders,” that the conference “sounded more like a Hollywood pitch for a 
sci-fi thriller than a sober discussion of scientific reality…with talk of 

biotech’s potential for creating supersoldiers, superintelligence, and superanimals [that could 
become] agents of unprecedented lethal force.”[v] George Annas, Lori Andrews, and Rosario Isasi 
were even more apocalyptic in their American Journal of Law and Medicine article, “Protecting the 
Endangered Human: Toward an International Treaty Prohibiting Cloning and Inheritable 
Alterations,” when they wrote:

The new species, or “posthuman,” will likely view the old “normal” humans as 
inferior, even savages, and fit for slavery or slaughter. The normals, on the 
other hand, may see the posthumans as a threat and if they can, may engage in 
a preemptive strike by killing the posthumans before they themselves are killed 
or enslaved by them. It is ultimately this predictable potential for genocide that 
makes species-altering experiments potential weapons of mass destruction, and 
makes the unaccountable genetic engineer a potential bioterrorist.[vi]

Observations like those of Annas, Andrews, and Isasi support Prof. Hugo de Garis’ 
nightmarish vision (The Artilect War: Cosmists Vs. Terrans: A Bitter Controversy Concerning 
Whether Humanity Should Build Godlike Massively Intelligent Machines 
[http://www.amazon.com/Artilect-War-Controversy-Concerning-Intelligent/dp/0882801546]) of a 
near future wherein artilects and posthumans join against “normals” in an incomprehensible war 
leading to gigadeath. Notwithstanding such warnings, the problem could be unavoidable, as Prof. 
Gregory Stock, in his well-researched and convincing book, Redesigning Humans: Our Inevitable 
Genetic Future, argues that stopping what we have already started (planned genetic enhancement of 
humans) is impossible. “We simply cannot find the brakes.”[vii]  Scientist Verner Vinge agrees, 
adding, “Even if all the governments of the world were to understand the ‘threat’ and be in deadly 



fear of it, progress toward the goal would continue. In fact, the competitive advantage—economic, 
military, even artistic—of every advance in automation is so compelling that passing laws, or 
having customs, that forbid such things merely assures that someone else will get them first.”[viii] 
Academic scientists and technical consultants to the U.S. Pentagon have advised the agency that the 
principal argument by Vinge is correct. As such, the United States could be forced into large-scale, 
species-altering output, including human enhancement for military purposes. This is based on 
military intelligence, which suggests that America’s competitors (and potential enemies) are 
privately seeking to develop the same this century and to use it to dominate the U.S. if they can. 
This worrisome “government think tank” scenario is shared by the JASONs—the celebrated 
scientists on the Pentagon’s most prestigious scientific advisory panel who now appear to perceive 
“Mankind 2.0” as the next arms race. Just as the old Soviet Union and the United States with their 
respective allies competed for supremacy in nuclear arms following the Second World War through 
the 1980s (what is now commonly known as “the nuclear arms race during the cold war”), the 
JASONs “are worried about adversaries’ ability to exploit advances in Human Performance 
Modification, and thus create a threat to national security,”[ix] wrote military analyst Noah 
Shachtman in “Top Pentagon Scientists Fear Brain-Modified Foes.” This recent special for Wired 
Magazine was based on a leaked military report in which the JASONs admitted concern over 
“neuro-pharmaceutical performance enhancement and brain-computer interfaces” technology being 
developed by other countries ahead of the United States. “The JASONs are recommending that the 
American military push ahead with its own performance-enhancement research—and monitor 
foreign studies—to make sure that the U.S.’ enemies don’t suddenly become smarter, faster, or 
better able to endure the harsh realities of war than American troops,”[x] the article continued. “The 
JASONs are particularly concerned about [new technologies] that promote ‘brain plasticity’—
rewiring the mind, essentially, by helping to ‘permanently establish new neural pathways, and thus 
new cognitive capabilities.’”[xi] In 2011, the JASONs renewed their advisory to the Department of 
Defense, stating that it now has less than twenty-four months to establish leadership in these fields, 
after which the United States risks falling irreparably behind in defense-related human enhancement 
technology. Though it might be tempting to disregard the conclusions by the JASONs as a rush to 
judgment on the emerging threat of techno-sapiens, it would be a serious mistake to do so in my 
opinion. As GRIN technologies continue to race toward an exponential curve, parallel to these 
advances will be the increasingly sophisticated argument that societies must take control of human 
biological limitations and move the species—or at least some of its members—into new forms of 
existence. Prof. Nigel M. de S. Cameron, director for the Council for Biotechnology Policy in 
Washington DC, documents this move, concluding that the genie is out of the bottle and that “the 
federal government’s National Nanotechnology Initiative’s website already gives evidence of this 
kind of future vision, in which our vision of human dignity is undermined [by being transformed 
into posthumans].”[xii] Dr. C. Christopher Hook, a member of the government committee on 
human genetics who has given testimony before the U.S. Congress, offered similar insight on the 
state of the situation:

[The goal of posthumanism] is most evident in the degree to which the U.S. 
government has formally embraced transhumanist ideals and is actively 
supporting the development of transhumanist technologies. The U.S. National 
Science Foundation, together with the U.S. Department of Commerce, has 
initiated a major program (NBIC) for converging several technologies 
(including those from which the acronym is derived—nanotechnology, 
biotechnologies, information technologies and cognitive technologies, e.g., 
cybernetics and neurotechnologies) for the express purpose of enhancing 
human performance. The NBIC program director, Mihail Roco, declared at the 
second public meeting of the project…that the expenditure of financial and 
human capital to pursue the needs of reengineering humanity by the U.S. 
government will be second in equivalent value only to the moon landing 



program.[xiii]

The presentation by Mihail Roco to which Dr. Hook refers is 
contained in the 482-page report, Converging Technologies for Improving  
Human Performance, commissioned by the U.S. National Science 
Foundation and Department of Commerce. Among other things, the report 
discusses planned applications of human enhancement technologies in the 
military (and in rationalization of the human-machine interface in industrial  
settings) wherein Darpa is devising “Nano, Bio, Info, and Cogno” scenarios 
“focused on enhancing human performance.”[xiv] For those of 
eschatological persuasion, the plan echoes a Mephistophelian bargain (a 
deal with the devil) in which “a golden age” merges technological and 
human cognition into “a single, distributed and interconnected brain.”[xv] 
Just visiting the U.S. Army Research Laboratory’s Web site is dizzying in 
this regard, with its cascading pages of super-soldier technology categories including molecular 
genetics and genomics; biochemistry, microbiology and biodegradation; and neurophysiology and 
cognitive neurosciences. If we can so easily discover such facts on the Web, one can only imagine 
what may be happening in Special Access Programs (saps) where, according to the Senate’s own 
Commission on Protecting and Reducing Government Secrecy, there are hundreds of “waived 
saps”—the blackest of black programs—functioning at any given time beyond congressional 
oversight. Because of this, and given the seriousness of weaponized biology and human 
enhancement technology blossoming so quickly, on May 24, 2010, a wide range of experts from the 
military, the private sector, and academia gathered in Washington DC for an important conference 
titled “Warring Futures: A Future Tense Event: How Biotech and Robotics are Transforming 
Today’s Military—and How That Will Change the Rest of Us.” Participants explored how human 
enhancement and related technologies are unfolding as an emerging battlefield strategy that will 
inevitably migrate to the broader culture, and what that means for the future of humanity. As the 
conference Web site noted:

New technologies are changing warfare as profoundly as did gunpowder. How 
are everything from flying robots as small as birds to “peak warrior 
performance” biology [human enhancement] altering the nature of the military 
as an institution, as well as the ethics and strategy of combat? How will the 
adoption of emerging technologies by our forces or others affect our 
understanding of asymmetrical conflict? New technologies are always 
embraced wherever there is the greatest competition for advantage, but quickly 
move out to the rest of us not engaged in sport or warfare.[xvi]

The impressive list of speakers at the DC conference included Vice Admiral Joseph W. 
Dyer (U.S. Navy, retired), president of the Government and Industrial Robots Division at iRobot; 
Major General Robert E. Schmidle Jr., United States Marine Corps lead for the 2010 Quadrennial 
Defense Review; Robert Wright, author of The Evolution of God and a Global Governance Fellow; 
P. W. Singer, Senior Fellow and director of the 21st Century Defense Initiative at the Brookings 
Institution; Stephen Tillery from the Harrington Department of Bioengineering at Arizona State 
University; and Jon Mogford, acting deputy director of the Defense Sciences Office at Darpa.

Having taken the lead in human enhancement studies as a U.S. military objective decades 
ago, Darpa saw the writing on the wall and, in scenes reminiscent of Saruman the wizard creating 
monstrous Uruk-Hai to wage unending, merciless war (from J. R. R. Tolkein’s Lord of the Rings), 
began investing billions of tax dollars into the Pentagon’s Frankensteinian dream of “super-
soldiers” and “extended performance war fighter” programs. Related to these developments and 
unknown to most Americans was a series of hushed events following the sacking of Admiral John 



Poindexter (who served as the director of the Darpa Information Awareness Office from 2002 to 
2003) during a series of flaps, which resulted in public interest into the goings-on at the agency and 
brief discovery of Darpa’s advanced human enhancement research. When the ensuing political 
pressure led the Senate Appropriations Committee to take a deeper look into just how money was 
flowing through Darpa, the staffers were shocked to find unstoppable super-soldiers—enhanced 
warriors with extra-human physical, physiological, and cognitive abilities that even allowed for 
“communication by thought alone” on the drawing board. Prof. Joel Garreau, investigative 
journalist, provided a summary of what happened next:

The staffers went down the list of Darpa’s projects, found the ones with titles 
that sounded frighteningly as though they involved the creation of a master 
race of superhumans, and zeroed out their budgets from the defense 
appropriations bill. There is scant evidence they knew much, if anything, about 
these projects. But we will probably never know the details, because significant 
people are determined that the whole affair be forever shrouded in mystery. The 
levels of secrecy were remarkable even for Darpa; they were astounding by the 
standards of the notoriously leaky Senate. Even insiders said it was hard to get 
a feel for what the facts really were. It took months of reporting and 
questioning, poking, and prodding even to get a formal “no comment” either 
from the leadership of the Senate Appropriations Committee or from Anthony J. 
Tether, the director of Darpa.

A careful study of Darpa’s programs a year later, however, showed 
little change. Considerable creative budgetary maneuvering ensued. The peas 
of quite a few programs now reside under new, and much better camouflaged, 
shells. “They’re saying, ‘Okay, this is the second strike. Do we have to go three 
strikes?’” one manager said. “It doesn’t stop anything. We’ll be smarter about 
how we position things.” Meanwhile, he said, new human enhancement 
programs are in the pipeline, “as bold or bolder” than the ones that preceded 
them.[xvii]

Recent hints at Darpa’s “bold or bolder” investment in human enhancement as part of an 
emerging arms race is reflected in two of its newest projects (launched July 2010), titled 
“Biochronicity and Temporal Mechanisms Arising in Nature” and “Robustness of Biologically-
Inspired Networks,” in which the express intention of transforming “biology from a descriptive to a 
predictive field of science” in order to boost “biological design principles” in troop performance is 
made.[xviii] Darpa’s Department of Defense Fiscal Year 2011 President’s Budget also includes 
funding for science that will lead to “editing a soldier’s DNA”[xix] while more exotically providing 
millions of dollars for the creation of “BioDesign,” a mysterious artificial life project with military 
applications in which Darpa plans to eliminate the randomness of natural evolution “by advanced 
genetic engineering and molecular biology technologies,” the budget report states. The language in 
this section of the document actually speaks of eliminating “cell death” through creation of “a new 
generation of regenerative cells that could ultimately be programmed to live indefinitely.” [xx] In 
other words, whatever this synthetic life application is (Wired Magazine described it as “living, 
breathing creatures”), the plan is to make it immortal.

Not everybody likes the imperatives espoused by Darpa and other national agencies, and 
from the dreamy fantasies of Star Trek to the dismal vision of Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, 
some have come to believe there are demons hiding inside transhumanism’s mystical (or mythical?) 
“Shangri-la.”



“Many of the writers [of the U.S. National Science Foundation and Department of 
Commerce Commissioned Report: Converging Technologies for Improving Human Performance, 
cited above] share a faith in technology which borders on religiosity, boasting of miracles once 
thought to be the province of the Almighty,” write the editors of The New Atlantis: A Journal of 
Technology and Society. “[But] without any serious reflection about the hazards of technically 
manipulating our brains and our consciousness…a different sort of catastrophe is nearer at hand. 
Without honestly and seriously assessing the consequences associated with these powerful new 
[GRIN] technologies, we are certain, in our enthusiasm and fantasy and pride, to rush headlong into 
disaster.”[xxi]

Early on, few people would have been more 
qualified than computer scientist Bill Joy to annunciate 
these dangers, or to outline the “hell scenario” that could 
unfold as a result of GRIN. Yet it must have come as a real 
surprise to some of those who remembered him as the 
level-headed Silicon Valley scientist and co-founder of Sun 
Microsystems (SM) when, as chief scientist for the 
corporation, he released a vast and now-famous essay, 
“Why the Future Doesn’t Need Us,”[xxii] arguing how 
GRIN would threaten to obliterate mankind in the very near 
future. What was extraordinary about Joy’s prophecy was how he saw himself—and people like 
him—as responsible for building the very machines that “will enable the construction of the 
technology that may replace our species.”

“From the moment I became involved in the creation of new technologies, their ethical 
dimensions have concerned me,” he begins. But it was not until the autumn of 1998 that he became 
“anxiously aware of how great are the dangers facing us in the 21st century.” Joy dates his 
“awakening” to a chance meeting with Ray Kurzweil, whom he talked with in a hotel bar during a 
conference at which they both spoke. Kurzweil was finishing his  book, The Age of Spiritual 
Machines: When Computers Exceed Human Intellegence, and the powerful descriptions of sentient 
robots and near-term enhanced humans left Joy taken aback, “especially given Ray’s proven ability 
to imagine and create the future,” Joy wrote. “I already knew that new technologies like genetic 
engineering and nanotechnology were giving us the power to remake the world, but a realistic and 
imminent scenario for intelligent robots surprised me.”

Over the weeks and months following the hotel conversation, Joy puzzled over 
Kurzweil’s vision of the future until it finally dawned on him that genetic engineering, robotics, 
artificial intelligence, and nanotechnology posed “a different threat than the technologies that have 
come before. Specifically, robots, engineered organisms, and nanobots share a dangerous 
amplifying factor: They can self-replicate. A bomb is blown up only once—but one bot can become 
many, and quickly get out of control.” The unprecedented threat of self-replication particularly 
burdened Joy because, as a computer scientist, he thoroughly understood the concept of out-of-
control replication or viruses leading to machine systems or computer networks being disabled. 
Uncontrolled self-replication of nanobots or engineered organisms would run “a much greater risk 
of substantial damage in the physical world,” Joy concluded before adding his deeper fear:

What was different in the 20th century? Certainly, the technologies underlying 
the weapons of mass destruction (WMD)—nuclear, biological, and chemical 
(NBC)—were powerful, and the weapons an enormous threat. But building 
nuclear weapons required…highly protected information; biological and 
chemical weapons programs also tended to require large-scale activities.



The 21st-century technologies—genetics, nanotechnology, and 
robotics…are so powerful that they can spawn whole new classes of accidents 
and abuses. Most dangerously, for the first time, these accidents and abuses are 
widely within the reach of individuals or small groups. They will not require 
large facilities or rare raw materials. Knowledge alone will enable the use of 
them.

Thus we have the possibility not just of weapons of mass destruction 
but of knowledge-enabled mass destruction (KMD), this destructiveness hugely 
amplified by the power of self-replication.

I think it is no exaggeration to say we are on the cusp of the further 
perfection of extreme evil, an evil whose possibility spreads well beyond that 
which weapons of mass destruction bequeathed to the nation states, on to a 
surprising and terrible empowerment.[xxiii]

Joy’s prophecy about self-replicating “extreme evil” as an imminent and enormous 
transformative power that threatens to rewrite the laws of nature and permanently alter the course of 
life as we know it was frighteningly revived in 2010 in the creation of Venter’s “self-replicating” 
Synthia species (Venter’s description). Parasites such as the mycoplasma mycoides that Venter 
modified to create Synthia can be resistant to antibiotics and acquire and smuggle DNA from one 
species to another, causing a variety of diseases. The dangers represented by Synthia’s self-
replicating parasitism has thus refueled Joy’s opus and given experts in the field of counter-
terrorism sleepless nights over how extremists could use open-source information to create a 
Frankenstein version of Synthia in fulfillment of Carl Sagan’s Pale Blue Dot: A Vision of the 
Human Future in Space, which Joy quoted as, “the first moment in the history of our planet when 
any species, by its own voluntary actions, has become a danger to itself.”[xxiv] As a dire example 
of the possibilities this represents, a genetically modified version of mouse pox was created not long 
ago that immediately reached 100 percent lethality. If such pathogens were unleashed into 
population centers, the results would be catastrophic. This is why Joy and others were hoping a few 
years ago that a universal moratorium or voluntary relinquishment of GRIN developments would be 
initiated by national laboratories and governments. However, the genie is so far out of the bottle 
today that even college students are attending annual synthetic biology contests (such as the 
International Genetically Engineered Machine Competition, or IGEM) where nature-altering 
witches’ brews are being concocted by the scores, splicing and dicing DNA into task-fulfilling 
living entities. For instance, the IGEM 2009 winners built “E. chromi”—a programmable version of 
the bacteria that often leads to food poisoning, Escherichia coli (commonly abbreviated E. coli). A 
growing list of similar DNA sequences are readily available over the Internet, exasperating security 
experts who see the absence of universal rules for controlling what is increasingly available through 
information networks as threatening to unleash a “runaway sorcerer’s apprentice” with unavoidable 
biological fallout. Venter and his collaborators say they recognize this danger—that self-replicating 
biological systems like the ones they are building—hold peril as well as hope, and they have joined 
in calling on Congress to enact laws to attempt to control the flow of information and synthetic 
“recipes” that could provide lethal new pathogens for terrorists. The problem, as always, is getting 
all of the governments in the world to voluntarily follow a firm set of ethics or rules. This is wishful 
thinking at best. It is far more likely that the world is racing toward what Joel Garreau was first to 
call the “hell scenario”—a moment in which human-driven GRIN technologies place earth and its 
inhabitants on course to self-eradication.

Ironically, some advocates of posthumanity are now using the same threat scenario to 
advocate for transhumanism as the best way to deal with the inevitable extinction of mankind via 
GRIN. At the global interdisciplinary institute Metanexus (www.metanexus.net/), Mark Walker, 



assistant professor at New Mexico State University (who holds the Richard L. Hedden of Advanced 
Philosophical Studies Chair) concludes, like Bill Joy, that “technological advances mean that there 
is a high probability that a human-only future will end in extinction.” From this he makes a 
paradoxical argument:

In a nutshell, the argument is that even though creating posthumans may be a 
very dangerous social experiment, it is even more dangerous not to attempt it…

I suspect that those who think the transhumanist future is risky often 
have something like the following reasoning in mind: (1) If we alter human 
nature then we will be conducting an experiment whose outcome we cannot be 
sure of. (2) We should not conduct experiments of great magnitude if we do not 
know the outcome. (3) We do not know the outcome of the transhumanist 
experiment. (4) So, we ought not to alter human nature.

The problem with the argument is… Because genetic engineering is 
already with us, and it has the potential to destroy civilization and create 
posthumans, we are already entering uncharted waters, so we must experiment. 
The question is not whether to experiment, but only the residual question of 
which social experiment will we conduct. Will we try relinquishment? This 
would be an unparalleled social experiment to eradicate knowledge and 
technology. Will it be the steady-as-she-goes experiment where for the first time 
governments, organizations and private citizens will have access to knowledge 
and technology that (accidently or intentionally) could be turned to civilization 
ending purposes? Or finally, will it be the transhumanist social experiment 
where we attempt to make beings brighter and more virtuous to deal with these 
powerful technologies?

I have tried to make at least a prima facie case that transhumanism 
promises the safest passage through 21st century technologies.[xxv]
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ESCHATOLOGICAL POSSIBILITIES

Given the voluminous possibilities that thus exist between 
transhumanism, related sciences, and eschatology—for instance 
how biotech could result in a plague of biblical proportions such 
as described in Zechariah 14:12—for this paper I will limit the 
scenarios to three varieties in which end-times prophecy may be 
fulfilled as a result of transhumanism: 1) the fulfillment of Matthew 
24:37 and “the days of Noah”; 2) Revelation 13:16–17 and “the 
Mark of the Beast”; and 3) the fulfillment of 1 Timothy 4:1 and 2 
Timothy 4:2 regarding end-times “doctrines of demons.”

1: Transhumanism as Fulfillment of Matthew 24:37—“As it was in the Days of Noah”

In Matthew 24, when the Lord’s closest disciples asked Him what would be the sign of His 
coming and the end of the age, He provided a long list of eschatological markers, 
concluding in verse 37, “As it was in the days of Noah, so it will be when the son of man 
returns.”

The legend of the Days of Noah and what happened then is recorded in numerous 
ancient texts within every major culture of the ancient world, where the astonishingly 
consistent story is told of “gods” that descended from heaven and materialized in bodies of 
flesh. From Rome to Greece—and before that, to Egypt, Persia, Assyria, Babylonia, and 
Sumer—the earliest records of civilization tell of the era when powerful beings known to 
the Hebrews as Watchers and in the book of Genesis as the benei ha-elohim (sons of 
God) mingled themselves with humans, giving birth to part-celestial, part-terrestrial hybrids 
known as nephilim. The Bible says this happened when men began to increase on earth 
and daughters were born to them. When the sons of God saw the women’s beauty, they 
took wives from among them to sire their unusual offspring. In Genesis 6:4 we read the 
following account: “There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when 
the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the 
same became mighty men which were of old, men of renown.”

When this Scripture is compared with other ancient texts, including Enoch, 
Jubilees, Baruch, Genesis Apocryphon, Philo, Josephus, Jasher, and others, it unfolds to 
some that the giants of the Old Testament, such as Goliath, were the part-human, part-
animal, part-angelic offspring of a supernatural interruption into the divine order and 
natural evolution of the species. This was certainly the view of most, if not all, of the Ante-
Nicene church fathers including Athenagoras, Commodianus, Julius Africanus, et al. The 
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apocryphal book of Enoch gives a name to the angels involved in this cosmic conspiracy, 
calling them “Watchers.” We read:

And I Enoch was blessing the Lord of majesty and the King of the ages, 
and lo! the Watchers called me—Enoch the scribe—and said to me: 
“Enoch, thou scribe of righteousness, go, declare to the Watchers of the 
heaven who have left the high heaven, the holy eternal place, and have 
defiled themselves with women, and have done as the children of earth 
do, and have taken unto themselves wives: Ye have wrought great 
destruction on the earth: And ye shall have no peace nor forgiveness of 
sin: and inasmuch as they delight themselves in their children [the 
nephilim], The murder of their beloved ones shall they see, and over the 
destruction of their children shall they lament, and shall make 
supplication unto eternity, but mercy and peace shall ye not attain.” (1 
Enoch 10:3–8)

According to Enoch, two hundred of these powerful angels departed “high 
heaven” and used human DNA to extend their progeny into mankind’s plane of existence. 
The Interlinear Hebrew Bible offers an interesting interpretation of Genesis 6:2 in this 
regard. Where the King James Bible says, “The sons of God saw the daughters of men 
that they [were] fair” (brackets in original), the IHN interprets this as, “The benei Elohim 
saw the daughters of Adam, that they were fit extensions.” The term “fit extensions” seems 
applicable when the whole of the ancient record is understood to mean that the Watchers 
wanted to leave their proper sphere of existence in order to enter Earth’s three-
dimensional reality. They viewed women—or at least their genetic material—as part of the 
formula for accomplishing this task. Departing the proper habitation that God had assigned 
them was grievous to the Lord and led to divine penalization. Jude described it this way: 
The “angels which kept not their first estate, but left their own habitation, he hath reserved 
in everlasting chains under darkness unto the judgment of the great day” (Jude 6:6).

Besides apocryphal, pseudepigraphic, and Jewish traditions related to the legend 
of the Watchers and the “mighty men” born of their union with humans, mythologized 
accounts tell the stories of “gods” using humans to produce heroes or demigods (half-
gods). When the ancient Greek version of the Hebrew Old Testament (the LXX or 
Septuagint) was made, the word “nephilim”—referring to the part-human offspring of the 
Watchers—was translated “gegenes,” a word implying “Earth-born.” This same 
terminology was used to describe the Greek Titans and other legendary heroes of part-
celestial and part-terrestrial origin, such as Hercules (born of Zeus and the mortal 
Alcmena), Achilles (the Trojan hero son of Thetis and Peleus), and Gilgamesh (the two-
thirds god and one-third human child of Lugalbanda and Ninsun).

These demigods were likewise accompanied in texts and idol 
representation by half-animal and half-human creatures like centaurs 
(the part-human, part-horse offspring of Apollo’s son, Centaurus), 
chimeras, furies, satyrs, gorgons, nymphs, minotaurs, and other 
genetic aberrations. This is seen as indication that the Watchers not 
only modified human DNA during the construction of the nephilim, but 
animals as well—a point the book of Enoch supports, saying in the 
seventh chapter that the fallen angels “sinned” against animals as 
well as humans. Other books such as Jubilees add that this 
interspecies mingling eventually resulted in mutations among normal 
humans and animals whose “flesh” (genetic makeup) was “corrupted” by the activity, 



presumably through crossbreeding (see Jubilees 5:1–5; 7:21–25). Even the Old Testament 
contains reference to the genetic mutations that developed among humans following this 
timeframe, including “men” of unusual size, physical strength, six fingers, six toes, animal 
appetite for blood, and even lion-like features (2 Samuel 21:20; 23:20).

Perhaps of all ancient records, the most telling extra-biblical script is from the 
book of Jasher, a mostly-forgotten text referred to in the Bible in Joshua 10:13 and 2 
Samuel 1:18. Jasher records the familiar story of the fall of the Watchers, and then adds 
an exceptional detail that none of the other texts is as unequivocal about, something that 
can only be understood in modern language to mean advanced biotechnology, genetic 
engineering, or “transgenic modification” of species. After the Watchers had instructed 
humans “in the secrets of heaven,” note what Jasher says occurred: “[Then] the sons of 
men [began teaching] the mixture of animals of one species with the other, in order 
therewith to provoke the Lord” (Jasher 4:18).

The phrase “the mixture of animals of one species with the other” cannot mean 
Watchers had taught men hybridization, as this would not have “provoked the Lord.” God 
made like animals of different breeds capable of reproducing. For example, horses can 
propagate with other mammals of the Equidae classification (the taxonomic “horse 
family”), including donkeys and zebras. It would not have “provoked the Lord” for this type 
of animal breeding to have taken place, as God, Himself, made the animals able to do this.

If, on the other hand, like transhumanists James Hughes and Nick Bostrom 
propose, the Watchers were crossing species boundaries by mixing incompatible animals 
of one species with the other, such as a horse with a human (centaur), this would have 
been a different matter and may cast light on the numerous ancient stories of mythical 
beings of variant-species manufacturing that fit perfectly within the records of what the 
Watchers were accomplishing. Understandably, this kind of chimera-making would have 
“provoked the Lord,” and it raises the serious question of why the Watchers would have 
risked eternal damnation by tinkering with God’s creation in this way. Yahweh had placed 
boundaries between the species and strictly ordered that “each kind” reproduce only after 
its “own kind.” Was the motive of the Watchers to break these rules simply the desire to 
rebel, to assault God’s creative genius through biologically altering what He had made? Or 
was something of deeper significance behind the activity?

Some believe the corruption of antediluvian DNA by Watchers was an effort to cut 
off the birth line of the Messiah. This theory posits that Satan understood the 
protoevangelium—the promise in Genesis 3:15 that a Savior would be born, the seed of 
the woman, and that He would destroy the fallen angel’s power. Satan’s followers therefore 
intermingled with the human race in a conspiracy to stop the birth of Christ. If human DNA 
could be universally corrupted or “demonized,” they reasoned, no Savior would be born 
and mankind would be lost forever. Those who support this theory believe this is why God 
ordered His people to maintain a pure bloodline and not to intermarry with the other 

nations. When Israel breached this command and the mutated 
DNA began rapidly spreading among men and animals, God 
instructed Noah to build an ark and to prepare for a flood that 
would destroy every living thing. That God had to send such a 
universal fiat like the Flood illustrates how widespread the altered 
DNA eventually became. In fact, the Bible says in Genesis 6:9 that 
only Noah, and by extension his children, were found “perfect” in 
their generation. The Hebrew word for “perfect” in this case is 
tamiym, which means “without blemish” or “healthy,” the same 



word used in Leviticus to describe an unblemished, sacrificial lamb. The meaning was not 
that Noah was morally perfect, but that his physical makeup—his DNA—had not been 
contaminated with nephilim descent, as apparently the rest of the world had become. In 
order to preserve mankind as He had made them, God destroyed all but Noah’s family in 
the Flood. The ancient records including those of the Bible appear to agree with this 
theology, consistently describing the cause of the Flood as happening in response to “all 
flesh” having become “corrupted, both man and beast.”

An Alternative Reason the Watchers Blended DNA

While the author of this paper believes the theory of “DNA corruption as an intended 
method for halting the coming of Christ” has merit, an alternative or additional reason the 
Watchers may have blended living organisms exists. This theory is original with me and 
grew from my need to incorporate the voluminous historical texts, which described this 
peculiar history, into a consistent account corresponding with consistent Scriptural 
interpretation.

To harmonize the ancient records, I came to believe (after six thousand pages 
and over a decade of research) that the overriding motive for whatever the Watchers were 
doing with the DNA of various species had to be understood within the context of their 
foremost goal, which was to leave their plane of existence and to enter ours. My challenge 
then became to answer the question how blending various species would satisfy this goal 
or provide Watchers with a method of departure from “high heaven” and incarnation into 
man’s “habitation.” While I cannot take time in this paper to explain every detail, I 
eventually hypothesized that the Watchers blended species in the way they did in order to 
create a soulless or spiritless body into which they could extend themselves. The rationale 
is that every creature as it existed originally had its beginning in God, who ordered each 
creature to reproduce “after its own kind.” The phrase, “after its own kind,” verifies what 
kind of spirit can enter into an intelligent being at conception. When the sperm of a dog 
meets ovum of a dog and the life of a dog is formed, at the first spark of life the spirit or 
personality of a dog enters that embryo and it grows to become a dog in spirit and form. 
The spirit of a man does not enter it, in the same way that a man is not born with the spirit 
of a horse or cow. This creature/spirit integrity is part of the divine order and would have 
kept the Watchers, who wanted to incarnate within the human realm (not just “possess” 
creatures), from displacing the spirits of humans or animals and replacing them with their 
own. How did they overcome this problem? Like some transhumanists advocate for and 
scientists are doing today, it appears based on the ancient records that they blended 
existing DNA of several living creatures and made something that neither the spirit of man 
or beast would enter at conception, for it was neither man nor beast. As Mysterious World, 
in its 2003 feature, “Giants in the Earth,” noted:

The Nephilim were genetically manufactured beings created from the 
genetic material of various pre-existing animal species… The fallen 
angels did not personally interbreed with the daughters of men, but used 
their godlike intellect to delve into the secrets of YHWH’s Creation and 
manipulate it to their own purposes. And the key to creating or 
recreating man, as we have (re)discovered in the twentieth century, is 
the human genome—DNA.”[i]

This manipulation of living tissue by the fallen angels led to an unusual body 
made up of human, animal, and plant genetics known as nephilim, an “earth-born” 



facsimile or “fit extension” into which they could incarnate. Some students of prophecy 
envision the same science being used in modern times to revive extinct animals or 
nephilim, or to create newly-engineered versions of demigods and mythological animals as 
part of the coming kingdom of Antichrist. This is because as interbreeding begins between 
transgenic animals, genetically modified humans, and species as God made them, the 
altered DNA will quickly migrate into the natural environment, and when that happens (as 
is already occurring among genetically modified plants and animals), “alien” and/or animal 
characteristics will be introduced to the human gene pool and spread through 
intermarriage, altering the human genetic code and eventually eliminating humanity as we 
know it. This is what happened before the Great Flood, according to many theologians, 
and perhaps that has been the whole idea for the end-times as well—to create a 
generation of genetically altered humans to serve as “fit extensions” for the resurrection of 
underworld nephilim-hordes in preparation of Armageddon.

Does a curious verse in the book of Daniel hint at this? Speaking of the last days 
of human government, Daniel said: “They shall mingle themselves with the seed of men: 
but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay” (Daniel 2:43).

While Daniel does not explain who “they” that “mingle themselves with the seed 
of men” are, the personal pronoun “they” caused conservative eschatologists Chuck 
Missler and Mark Eastman, in their book, Alien Encounters: The Secret Behind the UFO 
Phenomenon, to ask: “Just what (or who) are ‘mingling with the seed of men?’ Who are 
these Non-seed? It staggers the mind to contemplate the potential significance of Daniel’s 
passage and its implications for the future global governance.”[ii]

Daniel’s verse troubled Missler and Eastman because it may suggest that the same 
phenomenon that occurred in Genesis chapter 6, where non-human species or “non-seed” 
mingled with human seed and produced nephilim, would happen again in the end-times. 
When this verse from Daniel is coupled with Genesis 3:15, which says, “And I will put 
enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed [zera, meaning “offspring,” 
“descendents,” or “children”] and her seed,” an incredible tenet emerges—that Satan has 
seed, and that it is at enmity with Christ.

To “mingle” non-human seed with Homo sapiens through altering human DNA 
while simultaneously returning nephilim to earth seems to have been the inspiration of the 
spirit of Antichrist ever since God halted the practice during the Great Flood. According to 
Louis Pauwells and Jacques Bergier in The Dawn of Magic, this was certainly the goal of 
the antichrist Adolf Hitler:

Hitler’s aim was neither the founding of a race of supermen, nor the 
conquest of the world; these were only means towards the realization of 
the great work he dreamed of. His real aim was to perform an act of 
creation, a divine operation, the goal of a biological mutation which 
would result in an unprecedented exaltation of the human race and the 
“apparition of a new race of heroes and demigods and god-men.”[iii]

One cannot read the conclusion by Pauwells and Bergier regarding Hitler’s 
Antichrist ambition without calling to mind how, from the Middle Ages forward, some 
church leaders have believed the Antichrist would ultimately represent the return of the 
nephilim—the reunion of demons with humans. St. Augustine, himself, wrote of such 



demoniality in The City of God,  and the De Daemonialitate et Incubis et Succubis, by Fr. 
Ludovico Maria Sinistrari de Ameno (1622–1701), also perceived the coming of Antichrist 
as representing the biological hybridization of demons with humans. “To theologians and 
philosophers,” Fr. Ludovico wrote, “it is a fact, that from the copulation of humans with the 
demon…Antichrist must be born.”[iv]

English theologian George Hawkins Pember agreed with this premise, and in his 
1876 masterpiece, Earth’s Earliest Ages, he analyzed the prophecy of Christ that says the 
end-times would be a repeat of “the days of Noah.” Pember outlined the seven great 
causes of the antediluvian destruction and documented their developmental beginnings in 
his lifetime. The seventh and most fearful sign, Pember wrote, would be the return of the 
nephilim, “The appearance upon earth of beings from the Principality of the Air, and their 
unlawful intercourse with the human race.”[v]

Consequently, if Antichrist is the reincarnation or representation of the return of 
nephilim, transhumanism, and related sciences, which imagine remanufacturing mankind 
via GRIN technology including integration of human-animal genetics, eschatology 
believers could imagine transhumanism as the fulfillment of Matthew 24:37—that the end 
times will witness a repeat of “the days of Noah.”

Comparisons between Nephilim History and Transhumanism

As the director of the Future of Humanity Institute and a professor of 
philosophy at Oxford University, Nick Bostrom (www.NickBostrom.com) is 
a leading advocate of transhumanism who, as a young man, was heavily 
influenced by the works of Friedrich Nietzsche (from whom the phrase 
“God is dead” derives) and Goethe, the author of Faust. Nietzsche was 
the originator of the Übermensch or “Overman” that Adolf Hitler dreamed 
of engineering, and the “entity” that man—who is nothing more than a 
rope “tied between beast and Overman, a rope over an abyss”—
according to Nietzsche, will eventually evolve into. Like the ancient 
Watchers before him (Watchers, remember, were fallen angels that 
mingled human DNA with animals and their seed to produce Nephilim), 
Bostrom envisions giving life to Nietzsche’s Overman (posthumans) by 

remanufacturing men with animals, plants, and other synthetic life-forms through the use 
of modern sciences including recombinant DNA technology, germ-line engineering, and 
transgenics (in which the genetic structure of one species is altered by the transfer of 
genes from another). Given that molecular biologists classify the functions of genes within 
native species yet remain unsure in most cases how a gene’s coding might react from one 
species to another, one should expect the genetic structure of the modified animal-humans 
to be changed in physical appearance, sensory modalities, disease propensity, personality, 
behavior traits, and more as a result of these modifications.

Despite these unknowns, such genetic tinkering as depicted in the movie Splice 
is already taking place in thousands of research laboratories around the world, including 
the United States, Britain, and Australia, where animal eggs are being used to create 
hybrid human embryos from which stem-cell lines can be produced for medical research. 
Not counting synthetic biology, where entirely new forms of life are being brewed, there is 
no limit to the number of human-animal concoctions currently under development within 
openly-contracted as well as top-secret science facilities, one would suspect. A team at 
Newcastle and Durham universities in the United Kingdom recently illustrated this when 



they announced plans to create “hybrid rabbit and human embryos, as well as other 
‘chimera’ embryos mixing human and cow genes.” The same researchers more alarmingly 
have already managed to reanimate tissue “from dead human cells in another 
breakthrough which was heralded as a way of overcoming ethical dilemmas over using 
living embryos for medical research.” In the United States, similar studies led Irv 
Weissman, director of Stanford University’s Institute of Cancer/Stem Cell Biology and 
Medicine in California, to create mice with part-human brains, causing some ethicists to 
raise the issue of “humanized animals” in the future that could become “self-aware” as a 
result of genetic modification. Even former president of the United States, George W. 
Bush, in his January 31, 2006, State of the Union address, called for legislation to 
“prohibit…creating human-animal hybrids, and buying, selling, or patenting human 
embryos.” His words mostly fell on deaf ears, and now “the chimera, or combination of 
species, is a subject of serious discussion in certain scientific circles,” writes senior 
counsel for the Alliance Defense Fund, Joseph Infranco. “We are well beyond the science 
fiction of H. G. Wells’ tormented hybrids in the Island of Doctor Moreau; we are in a time 
where scientists are seriously contemplating the creation of human-animal hybrids.”[vi]  
When describing the benefits of man-with-beast combinations in his online thesis, 
“Transhumanist Values,”[vii] Bostrom cites how animals have “sonar, magnetic orientation, 
or sensors for electricity and vibration,” among other extra-human abilities. He goes on to 
include how the range of sensory modalities for transhumans would not be limited to those 
among animals, and that there is “no fundamental block to adding, say, a capacity to see 
infrared radiation or to perceive radio signals and perhaps to add some kind of telepathic 
sense by augmenting our brains,” a position verified by the U.S. National Science 
Foundation and Department of Commerce in the report, Converging Technologies for 
Improving Human Performance.

Bostrom and the U.S. government are correct in that the animal kingdom has 
levels of perception beyond human. Some animals can “sense” earthquakes and “smell” 
tumors. Others, like dogs, can hear sounds as high as 40,000 Hz—and dolphins can hear 
even higher. It is also known that at least some animals see wavelengths beyond normal 
human capacity. This is where things start getting interesting, perhaps even supernatural, 
as Bostrom may understand and anticipate. According to the biblical story of Balaam’s 
donkey, certain animals see into the spirit world. Contemporary and secular studies 
likewise indicate animals may at times be reacting to intelligence beyond normal human 
perception. Will this have peculiar consequences for enhanced humans with animal DNA? 
In the 2011 book, Forbidden Gates: How Genetics, Robotics, Artificial Intelligence, 
Synthetic Biology, Nanotechnology, and Human Enhancement Herald  the Dawn of 
TechnoDimensional Spiritual Warfare we describe how opening supernatural gateways 
that exist within the mind can be achieved through altered mental states induced by 
psychoactive drugs such as DMT and absinthe. Do transhumanists and/or military 
scientists imagine a more stable pathway or connection with the beyond—the ability to see 
into other dimensions or the spirit world—as a result of brain enhancement through 
integrating men with beasts? Do they envision reopening the portions of the mind that 
some scholars believe were closed off following the Fall of man? Late philosopher and 
scientist Terrance McKenna, originator of the “Novelty Theory,” speculated that brain 
enhancement following Technological Singularity might accomplish this very thing—
contact with other-dimensional beings. More recently, at Arizona State University (ASU), 
where the Templeton Foundation has been funding a long series of mostly pro-
transhumanist lectures titled “Facing the Challenges of Transhumanism: Religion, Science, 
Technology,”[viii]  some of the instructors agree that radical alteration of Homo sapiens 
could open a door to unseen intelligence. Consequently, in 2009, ASU launched another 
study, this time to explore discovery of—and communication with—“entities.” Called the 



SOPHIA project (after the Greek goddess), the express purpose of this university study is 
to verify communication “with deceased people, spirit guides, angels, otherworldly 
entities/extraterrestrials, and/or a Universal Intelligence/God.”[ix]  Imagine what this could 
mean if government laboratories with unlimited budgets working beyond congressional 
review were to decode the gene functions that lead animals to have preternatural 
capabilities of sense, smell, and sight, and then blended them with Homo sapiens.
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